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Chemistry of the Jovian Auroral Ionosphere
J. J. Perry•
Department of Physics, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio

Y. H. Kim 2 and J. L. Fox 3
Marine SciencesResearchCenter, State University of New York at Stony Brook

H. S. Porter
Department of Computer Science, Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina

Abstract. We haveinvestigatedthe chemistryof the Jovianauroralthermosphere/ionosphereby modelingthe precipitationof high-energyelectronsinto the auroral
zonesusing a multistream electron-transportcode and three model thermospheres'
a standard model based on pressureand temperature data from Galileo, and two
additional models that are characterizedby enhancededdy diffusioncoefficients.
We have predicted the effectsof precipitation of monoenergeticelectronswith

energies
between20 and 100keV with energyfluxesof about11 ergscm-2s-•. We
have derived the column densitiesof H2, H, CH4, and C2H2 above the altitudes of
peak energy deposition. For methane column densitiessimilar to those determined
from IUE and Hubble Space TelescopeH2 spectral data, we find that for our
standardmodel, the most likely electronenergiesare in the 45-55 keV range. For
the enhancededdy diffusionmodelsthe energiesare lower. We presention density
profiles, H density profiles, and production profilesfor the most important H2 and

H emissions.
Thepredicted
H columndensities
arein therange(1 -6) x 10•8 cm-2
for the standard model and are smaller for the enhancededdy diffusion models.
We find that the temperatures near the altitude of peak energy depositionvary
from 160 to 200 K and are significantlylower than those derived from rotational
analysesof auroral H2 emissions,which average400-500 K. This indicatesthat the
auroral thermosphere is considerablywarmer than those at lower latitudes that
were measuredby the Voyager spacecraftor the Galileo probe.

1.

Introduction

Precipitation of high-energyparticles into the auroral regions of a planet may have significant effects on
the chemical and thermal structure of that region. On
Jupiter, the power of the aurora inferred from the ultra-

itself as chemicalenergy,luminosity,and heating,affects the entire Jovian thermosphere,perhapsin profoundways[e.g.,G•rard and $ingh,1982; Waite et al.,
1983; Clarke et al., 1994]. The major formsof auroral

luminosity
aretheH2 Lyman(B•Ylu
+ --. X•lg+) and
Werner
(C•II•
•
X•Ylg
+)
bands,
which
appear
in the
violetemission
ratesis in therange10•a- 10TMW [e.g.,
Sandel et al., 1979; Broadfootet al., 1981; Yung et al.,
1982; Girard and Singh, 1982; Waite et al., 1983; Skin-

ner et al., 1984; Morrissey et al., 1997] and is larger
than that of the total extreme ultraviolet solar input
over the entire sunlit hemisphere. It has been proposed that this auroral energy input, which manifests

far ultraviolet(FUV), H Lymanalphaat 1216./i, emis-

sionfromHa
+ v2fundamental
andovertone
bandsnear
4 and 2 /•m, respectively[e.g., Drossartet al., 1989,
1993a;Oka and Geballe,1990;Miller et al., 1990],and
infraredemissions
from hydrocarbon
molecules
[Caldwell et al., 1980,1983;Kim, 1988],someof whichhave
been observed to be enhanced relative to their midlat-

itude values. In addition, quadrupoleemissionfrom
from the
•Now at AODTRA/CPTIP, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. H2(v = 1 -• 0) near 2/•m hasbeenmeasured
2Alsoat ChungnamNationM University,Daejon,Korea. auroralregions[Kim et al., 1990].X-ray emissions
from
3Also at Wright State University,Dayton, Ohio.
the polar regionsof Jupiter havebeendetectedwith the
,
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EinsteinObservatory
[Metzget½tal., 1983]andwith the
RSntgenSatellite[Waite el al., 1994]. A possiblevisible aurorawasobservedby the imagingexperimenton
board Voyager1 [Cooket al., 1981],and recentlythe
16,541
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At the time of the Waite et al. [1983]study,absorpmade by the Galileo Solid-StateImaging Camera [In- tion of the H2 emissionsby methane and other hydrocarbons was thought to be minimal. Durrance et al.
gersollet al., 1998].
The particles that producethe Jovian auroral emis- [1982]comparedthe spectraof the Jovianauroral resions have not been definitively identified, but it ap- gionstaken with the International Ultraviolet Explorer
pears that electronswith energiesof 10 to 100 keV are (IUE) to that of an H2 discharge
lamp andfoundno evthe most likely sourceof the majority of the observable idence for absorption of the H2 emissionsby methane.
emissions,although heavy ions and protonsmay also Yun# et al. [1982]comparedIUE spectrato a model
make some contributions. Images of the FUV auroral spectrum and defined two "color ratios," one of which
emissions
takenwith the HubbleSpaceTelescope
(HST) indicated that the precipitating particles penetrated the
Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 show that the oval is methane homopauseslightly. They suggestedthat elecmagneticallyconnectedto middlemagnetosphere
and is trons with energiesof about 10 keV deposittheir energy
distinct from the Io footprint, which may be produced in the region of the homopauseand that the precipby precipitationof electronsor of the Iogenicheavyions itating electronstherefore were most likely characterO+ and S+ [Clarke et al., 1996]. In addition,the ab- ized by energiesin the 1-30 keV range. Herbert et al.
sence
oftheO(aSø _•ap) tripletat 1304• in auroral [1987]usedVoyagerauroralspectrato estimatea modspectralimits the roleof O+ in producingthe observed est column abundance of hydrocarbons at the peak of
regionof (1- 5) x 10•5 cm-2 andinferred
emissions
[Waite et al., 1988].Upperlimitswereplaced theemission
on the contributionof S+ from the intensitiesof possible precipitating electron energiesalso of 1 - 30 keV, with
weaksulfuremissions
in IUE spectra[Waite et al., 1988] lower values preferred. By fitting laboratory spectra
and in spectra obtained with the Hopkins Ultraviolet of H2 emissionsmodified by transmissionfunctions of
Telescope
(HUT)[Morrisseyet al., 1997].Clarkeet al. CH4 and C•H• to two IUE spectra,Waite et al. [1988]
[1989]found no evidencefor stronglyDoppler-shifted concludedthat the precipitating particles deposit their
Lyman alpha emissionin a seriesof high-dispersion
IUE energy just above the methane homopause. For elecspectra. Suchemissionwould be presentif high-energy trons as the primary particles, they estimated energies
proton precipitation played a significantrole in the au- in the 10-30 keV range.
roral excitation. Recently, more stringent upper limits
Gladstoneand Skinner [1989], however,compared
were placed on the role of precipitation of heavy ions two IUE spectrain the 1200-1700
• wavelength
rethat
by Trafion et al. [1998],who searchedfor evidenceof gion to detailed syntheticspectraand suggested
precipitatingO+ and S+ and ambientthermalionsin the precipitatingparticlespenetratedthe homopause
to
HST spectrafrom1250to 1680• but foundnone.
a significantlylarger methanecolumndensityof about

first spatially resolvedimagesof the visibleaurora were

There have been only a few discussionsof the chemical effectsof precipitating electronsin the Jovian au-

5 x 10•ecm-2. For a modelof the northequatorial
belt basedon Voyagerdata, the depth of penetration

roral regions. Gdrard and Sin#h [1982]usedthe con- of the particles was determined to be about 1.8 x 102•
tinuous slowing down approximation to model the ion
production, excitation rates, and heating in the auroral regionsdue to precipitating electrons. The initial
energy distributions of the electrons were assumedto
be Maxwellian with characteristic energiesof 0.1, 0.4,

H2 cm-2, andan electronenergyof about95 keV was
derived. Although their syntheticspectraweresophisticated, Gladstoneand Skinnerassumedthat the precipitating electronenergydepositionfolloweda simple
Chapman profile.

2, and 10 keV. H+, H2
+, andH3
+ densityprofiles
were

Livengoodet al. [1990]used229 FUV spectraof the
presentedfor 2 keV electronsincident with an energy Jovian auroral regions obtained with IUE from 1978
flux of I era cm-2s-•. Waiteet al. [1983]carriedout to 1989 to study the temporal and spatial variations
a comprehensivestudy of the effects of solar EUV and of methane optical depth and intensity. In addition
precipitation of energetic electronson the ion and neu- to their "equatorialmodel,"whichwasbasedon Voytral densities, the auroral emission rates, and plasma agerdata, they constructed
a simpleisothermal"polar
and neutral temperatures of the Jovian thermosphere model,"whichwas characterized
by a highermethane
and ionosphere. They modeled precipitation of mono- homopause.They did not carry out an electrontransenergeticI keV and 10 keV electronsusinga two-stream port calculationbut made the approximationthat the
electron-transport code and a backgroundmodel at- electronsdeposittheir energyin a narrowaltitude remosphere based on Voyager measurements. The as- gion. The derivedrangefor the precipitatingelectron
sumedenergyflux, 10 eras cm-2s-•, was chosento energieswas 9-17 keV for the polar model and 24-49
produce about 80 kR of emission in the H2 Lyman keV for the equatorialmodel,and they founda correlaand Werner bands [Sandelet al., 1979]. Waite et al. tion betweengreaterextinctionand greaterintensities.

computedthe densitiesof H and H+ includingboth
chemistry and transport, and carried out photochemical equilibrium calculationsfor 10 other ions. Density
profiles were presented, however, only for the neutral
speciesand for electrons.

Singhal et al. [1992] computedUV intensitiesin
the Lyman and Wernerbands,and densityprofilesfor
24 ions due to precipitationof energeticelectronsin
Maxwellian energydistributionswith characteristicen-

ergiesof 10, 30, and 100 keV, and energyfluxesof 10
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ergscm-2s-1 into the Jovianauroralregion.The back- band emissionbefore absorptionby methane, a typigroundmodel atmospherefor the electronenergyde- cal value obtainedin the HST Goddard High ResolupositioncalculationcontainedH2, He, and H, and the tion Spectrograph(GHRS) observations
of Kim et al.
electronenergylosswasmodeledusingthe continuous [1997](80 kR) after correctionby the factor of 0.725
slowingdown approximation. For the excitationand for a diffusesource[SpaceTelescope
ScienceInstitute,
1994]. The precipitatingelectronflux was assumedto
be isotropic over the downward hemisphere,and the
lar modelof Liven9oodet al. [1990].The chemistrycal- steady state fluxes were computedfor 20 streamsof elecculationsincluded, in addition, CI-I3, C2H2, C2H4, and trons. In the electron energy losscalculations,we have
C2H6, with fixed density profiles taken from Voyager included electron impact on H2, He, H, CH4, C2H2,
data [Atre•ta,1986]and the calculationsof Gladstone C2H4, and C2H6. The inelastic cross sections have
[1982a]. Singhalet al. assumedthat ions other than been updated, and their sourcesare presentedin TaH + were in photochemicalequilibrium, and they pre- ble 1. Elastic scatteringof electronsfrom H2, He, and
ionization rate calculation, methane was added to the
atmosphere,with the densityprofiletaken from the po-

sented the first detailed density profiles of hydrocarbon H was included, with the same crosssectionsas those
ions with up to two carbonatoms, with the C3 and C4 employedby I(ira ½tal. [1992].The auroralregionwas
ions treated as a class.
assumedalsoto be sunht,with a solarzenith angleof
Recently,Ii•e9oet al. [1994]computedexcitationrates 60ø. Photoabsorption
by H2, H, He, CH4, C2H2, C2H4,
for H Lyman alpha and the Lyman and Werner band and C2He wasincluded,and the crosssectionsadopted
systemsof H2 due to precipitatingprotons and dec- werethe sameasthosecompiled
by I(ira andFox[1994].
tronsof energies10-50 keV usingthe continuous
slow- The photoelectron energy deposition was carried out
ing down approximation. Ion densities were not re- with the approximationthat theselow-energyelectrons
ported, and the other effectsof the precipitating parti- losetheir energylocally.
cles were not assessed.
To computethe steady state ion densityprofiles,161
We investigate here the effectsof electron precipita- ion-molecule reactions were included, with rate coeftion into the Jovian auroral regionsfor a model based ficients taken mainly from the evaluation by A nicich
on Galileo and Voyagerdata. We have carriedout com- [1994]. Many of the rate coefficients
that have been
plete electron transport calculationsof the effects of usedarethe sameasthoselistedby I(ira andFox[1994];
precipitatingelectronswith a rangeof energies
from the rate coefficientsthat havebeenchanged,alongwith
20 to 100 keV. We present excitation, dissociation,and other reactions that we refer to in the discussion,are
ionization rates and compute the density profiles of 21 shown in Table 2. A few of these deserve comment.
(a+,
c+,
The rate coefficientfor reaction(R1)

ca+,
C2H•, C2H7
+, CaHn
+, andC4Hn
+, wherethelattertwo

+

+

(1)

ions represent classesof ions with three or more and

four or morecarbonatoms,respectively)and eightmi- waspreviouslyassumedto be 1.4 x 10-10cm3 S- 1. The
norneutralspecies
(CH, 1CH2,3CH2,CH3,C2H,C2H3, reactionis endothermicby about 19 kcal/mol,however,
recommended
by Anicich[1994]
C2H5, and H) simultaneously.In additionto chem- andthe rate coefficient
apphes
only
to
suprathermal
collision
energies.
We have
istry, transport by molecularand eddy diffusionis intherefore

set the rate coefficient for the above reaction

cludedfor neutrals, and ambipolar diffusionis included
for ions. We discussthe auroral production and loss to zeroin this study. Reaction(R15)
of H, and the resultingH densityprofiles,and compare
them to those inferred

from recent observations

of the

+

++

(2)

Jovian auroral Lyman alpha line profile [Prang• et al., also appears to be slightly endothermic by about 2
1997]. We also model the rates of productionof the kcal/mol,andtheratecoefficient
forthereverse
(exother-

excited states of H2 and H that are responsiblefor the mic)reaction
is 1 x 10-lø cm3s-1 [Hanselet al., 1989].
observed auroral UV and visible emissions. Finally, we We have adopted a rate coefficientof 1 x 10-lø

comparethe temperaturesat the altitudes of maximum exp(-800/T) cm3 s-1, ratherthanthe temperature
inenergydepositionto thoseinferredfrom HST spectra. dependent
value1 x 10-12cm3s- 1 assumed
previously.

Similarly,reaction(R11)
2.

Calculations

CH5
+ q-H -• CH4
+ q-H•

(3)

We have carried out electron transport calculations
using a multistream electron-transportcode written by is endothermicby 2.9 kcal/mol and the rate coefficient

H. S. Porter [e.g., Porter et al., 1987]. The electronsforthereverse
(exothermic)
reaction
is 3x 10-ll cm3s-1
were assumedto be monoenergeticwith energiesof 20, [Fedeveret al., 1985]. We have here adopted a rate

30, 40, 50, 65, 75, 85, 92 and 100 keV and energyfluxes coefficient
of 3 x 10-11exp(-1460/T) cmas
-1.

of about11 ergscm-2s-1. The energyfluxeswerenor-

Forty ion recombination reactions have been included.

malized to that required to produce 60 kR of Lyman Those whose rate coefficients have been modified since
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Table 1. Electron Impact Cross Sections
Species
H2

Processes

Beferences

ionization

Rapp and Englander-Golden[1965]

B • Z•+ B' •Z + B" • Z•+

A. Dalgarno(privatecommunication,1996)
basedon Liu et al. [1998]
and Abgrall et al. [1993a,b]

C 1IIu, D 1IIu, D' 1IIu

E,F1yl,
g+
C 3IIu• a 3• g+

$hemanskyet al. [1985],Ajello et al. [1988]
Mason and Newell [1986]

b 3Eu+

Lima et al. [1985]
MJhlmann and De Heer [1976]
AjeIlo et al. [1991]
Ajello et al. [1988], Mumma and Zip] [1971]
MJhlman et al. [1978],Freund et al. [1976]
Allan [1985],Ehrhardt et al. [1968]

3p3II u
H Lyman o•

H(as)

Balmer-a,fl, 7
v-- 0-•

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6

rotational
excitation
J=0 •
2
J-1
-• 3

Gibson[1970]
Linder and Schmidt[1971]
De Heer et al. [1977, and referencestherein]
Scott et al. [1989]
Callaway and Unnikrishnan[1993]
Jackman et al. [1977]
Jackmanet al. [1977]
Rapp and Englander-Golden[1965]
Vuskovicand Trajmar [1983]
Winters [1975], Adamczyket al. [1966]
MShlmann and De Heer [1977]
Pang et al. [1987]

ionization

2s, 2p

3s, 3p, 3d
He

ionization
excitation

CH4

ionization

El. Excl, El. Exc2
CH,H2,H

CH(A--•X), Balmer-o•
CI(1657), CI(19m)
vibrational

excitation

Tanaka [1984],Duncan and Walker [1972]
De Heer [1981],Zeng and Srivastava[1996]
M•hlmann and De Heer [1977]
Rapp and Englander-Golden[1965]
Phillips Petroleum Co. [1983]
MShlmann and De Heer [1977]
De Heer [1981], Chathamet al. [1984]
M•hlmann and De Heer [1977]

•1 and •3, •2 and •4

C2H2

ionization

C2H4

ionization

C2H6

ionization

CH(A--•X), Balmer-O•

CH(A--•X), Balmer-O•
CH(A-•X),

Balmer-o•

the studyof Kim and Fox [1994]and their sources
are
givenin Table3. Oneof the mostimportantdissocia-

fiverecombination
reactions
is that of H3
+, whichmay
proceed
via twopossible
channels
(reactions
(RC1)and

Ha
++e -• H2+H

(4)
(5)

The rate coefficient,which wasbelievedfor a time to be

CH•
++ e

cm + H
--• CH3 q- H2
--• CH3 q- H q-H
+
+
--• CH + H2 + H2

(6)

(9)
(10)

The crosssectionsand branchingratios have been measured in an ion storage ring at six different energies

quitesmall,10-s cm3s-1 orless,forH3
+ in theground by $½maniak½!al. [1998]. We haveinterpolatedtheir
vibrationalstate (seethe reviewby Mitchell[1990]}, branching ratios to a temperature of 200 K, and the
has been measuredby severalgroupsand more recently

found to be of the order of 10-7 cm3s-1. We adopt

results are shown in Table 3.

Recent experimental measurementshave shownthat

herethevalue1.15x 10-7(300/T)ø'•5cm3s
-1 reported recombination coefficientsfor hydrocarbon ions formed
by Sundstrb'm
½tal. [1994].The yield of the two chan- from a series of alkanes, alkenes, and alkynes do not

nelsin dissociative
recombination
of H3
+ hasalsobeen increase with size for ions larger than about Ca- as
measuredrecentlyby Datz et al. [1995],and the reac- one might expect, but level off at about (7tion has been found to favor the production of three H

atoms(channel(RC2)) by a factorof 3:1.
There are five possiblechannelsin the dissociativere-

8) x
10-7cm3s-• [Lchfaoui½t al., 1997;Rebrion-Rowe
½t
al., 1998]. Thereforewe adopt here rate coefficients
of

7.5 x 10-7 cm 3 s- • for dissociative recombination of the

C3Hn
+ andCaHn
+.
combination
reaction
ofCHs
+ (reactions
(RC3)-(RC7))' ion classes
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Table

2. Selected Ion-Molecule

Reactions

Number

Reactions

Rate Coefficient,
3
cm

R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RI0

H2
+

+
H3
+ +
C+ +

He -•
C2H6 -•
CH4 -•
-•
CH3
+ q- C2H4 -•
-•
-•
CH4
+ + C2H4 -•
-•
-•

Rll
R12
R13

CH5
+ +
CH5
+ +
CH5
+ +

R14

R15

C2H2
+ +

R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26

C2H2
-}- +

R27
R28
R29

Hell+

+
C2H½ +
C2H2
+ +
C2H3
+ +
C2H3
+ qC3H3
+ qC3H5
+ qC2H4
+ +
C2H5
+ +
+
C3H
5 +

H
H2
H2
H
CH4
H2 q- H2
H2
CH4
CH3
H2 + H

-•

CH4 -•
-•
C2H2
+ q- C2H4 -•
-•
-•
C2H5
+ + CH4 -•
C2H5
+ + C2H4 -•
C2H5
+ + C2H6 -•
-•
H3
+ + CH4 -•
CH4
-t- q- H2 ---•
H+ + CH4 •
H2
+ +
H2 -•
H+ + H2(v>_4)-•

C2H3
+ +
C3H4
+
C3H5
+
C2H4
+
C3H3
+
C4H5
+
C3H7
+
C3H5
+
C3H7
+
C4H9
+
CH5
+
CH5
+

1.OXlO-1øe
-800/T
1.87X10
-10
7.0X10
-lø
4.14X10
-10
6.62x10
-10
3.17x10
-10
9x10
-14
3.55x10
-1ø
5.5x10
-12
3.35
x10-I 1
2.4x10
-9
3X10
-11

H2
H
H

H2
+ + CH4 -• CH5
+ + H
C2H4
+ q- C2H2 ---• C4H5
+ q- H

R32

He+

+

H2

R34
R35
R36
R37
R38

H2
+ +
C2H4
+ +
C2H5
+ qC2H3
+ +
Hell+ +

H
H
H
n
H

•

Hell+

+

H

-•

H+

+

H

-•
-•
-•
-•
-•

H+
C2H3
+
C2H4
+
C2H2
+
H2
+

+
+
q+
+

seetext

see
text
McMahon
etal.[1976]

1.15
X10-9

H

R30
R31
R33

3.XlO-11e
-1460/T
3X10
-11
2.03X10
-10

+ H2
+ H
q- C2H2
q- CH3
+ H
+ H2
+ CH4
+ CH4
+ H2
+ H2
q- H

CH3
+ +
H3
+ +
H2
+
+

Reference

-1
s

0.
2.9X10-11
3.64X10
-10
9.36X10
-lø
4.88X10
-10
4.24X
10-11
5.4X10
-10
1.7X10
-9
2.6x10
-lø
6x10 ll

H
-• CH4
+ + H2
CH4 -• products
C2H6 -• C2H5
+ + CH4 + H2
-• C2H½ q- CH4

H2

16,545

3.69x10
-9
2x10
-9
2X10
-9

+ He

see
text

Federer
etal.[19851

1.1X10
-10
2.37X10
-10

Glow
andFarrell
[1972]
estimated
KimandHuntress
[1975]
Jarrold
etal.[1983]

4.21X10
-13

Schauer
etal. [1989]

8.8X10-14

H2
H2
H2
H2
He

6.4X10
-10
3X10
-10
1X10
-11
1X10
-10
9.1X10
-10

Karpas
etal.[1979]
Hansel
e•al.[19891
Hansel
etal.[1989]
Hansel
etal.[1989]
Karpas
etal.[1979]

Only thosereactionswhoserate coefficients
havebeenmodifiedsincethe studyof Kim andFoz [1994]and thosenecessary
to the discussionare included. All rate coefficients,unlessotherwisenoted are from the evaluated compilation of Anicich et al.
[1994].

We have included 39 neutral-neutral reactionsfor hy-

drocarbonsup to Ca, and thosereactionsare shownin
Table 4. This reaction set is admittedly smaller than

the 194 reactionsemployedby Gladstoneet al. [1996]

3.

The

Model

3.1. Temperature

Profile

We have constructed our standard model with infor-

in their model of the neutral hydrocarbon chemistry in mation combined from Galileo and Voyager. The temthe midlatitude thermosphere. A more complete neu- peratureprofilewe haveadoptedis a smoothedversion
of the Galileo
tral chemistrymodel would include the entire reaction of the profilederivedfrom measurements

set employedby Gladstone et al. but is outside the

AtmosphericStructureInstrument[Seiff et al., 1997]

scope of this work.

and is shownin Figure 1. The original profile exhibits

16,546
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Table 3. Selected Dissociative Recombination Reactions

Number

Reactions

RateCoefficient,

Reference

cm3s- 1

RC1

H3
+

+ e -•

RC2

RC3

CHt

+ e

RC4
RC5
RC6
RC7

RC8

C2H+ + e

RC9

C2H2
+ + e

RC10

RC11

C2H3
+ + e

RC12

RC13

C2H4
+ + e

RC14

RC15
RC16

C2H6
+ + e
C2H7
+ q- e

RC17
RC18

RC19
RC20
RC21

RC22

C3Hn++ e
C4Hn
+ + e
H+

+

e

CH3
+ + e

H2

+
+
-•
CH2 +
-•
CH3
+
-•
CH3
+
•
CH4
+
--+
CH
+
•
CH
+
-•
CH +
•
C2H
+
•
CH2 +
•
C2H2
+
•
CH2 +
•
C2H3
+
---+ CH4 +
•
C2H4 +
•
C2H5
+
•
C2H6
+
• products
• products
-•
H
+
--+ CH2 +
-•

H

H
H +
H2 +
H +
H2
H
H2 +
C
CH
H
CH
H
CH2
H
CH2
H2 +
H2
H

H
H
H
H2

H

h•,
H

2.88x 10-8(300/Te)
ø'65
8.63X10-8(300/Te)
ø'65
5.3X10-8(300/Te)
0'52
1.9X10-7(300/Te)
0'52
1.7X10-8(300/Te)
0'52
9.0X10-9(300/Te)
0'52
9.5X10-9(300/Te)
0'52
6.SX10-S(aoO/Te)
0'5
8.1XlO-8(300/Te)
0'5
1.9X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
2.3X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
2.3X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
1.75X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
1.75X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
3.5X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
2.0XlO-7(300/Te)
0'5
2.0X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
2.0X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
7.5X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
7.5X10-7(300/Te)
0'5
4X10-12(250/Te)
0'7
3.5X10-7(300/Te)
0'5

$undstr•rn et al. [1994]
Datz et al. [1995]
$eraaniak et al. [1998]

Mul and McGowan [1980]
Mul and McGowan [1980]
MuI and McGowan [1980]
estimate
estimate
estimate
estimate

estimate
estimate
estimate
estimate

Bates and Dal#arno [1962]
Mulet al. [1981]

Onlythose
reactions
whose
ratecoefficients
havebeenmodified
since
thestudyofKiraandFox[1994]
andthose
necessary

to the discussion are included.

a wavelikestructure,with an exospheric
temperature
of 4 /•m detected with the Canada-France-Hawaii Teleabout900 K. The exospheric
temperaturederivedfrom scope.
Observations
of JovianauroralH3
+ emissions
at
the Voyager solar occultation data was 1100 4-200 K 2.1 and 4.0 itm with the NASA InfraredTelescope
fa[Atrcyaet al., 1981].Although
thesevalues
applyto cilityat MaunaKea indicatedrotationaltemperatures
nonauroral
regions,we haveassumed
that 'thetemper- of about11004-100
K [Millet'el al., 1990].It hasbeen
ature profileappliesto the auroralregionsas well, to proposed
that the heatdeposited
by the precipitating

facilitate comparisonwith other calculations.

particlesmay be efficientlyredistributedfrom the auIt is, however,likelythat therearetemperaturediffer- roralzonesto the equatorial
regions
by strongtherencesbetweenthe auroralregionsand lowerlatitudes. mosphericwinds [e.g., Waite et al., 1983;Eraerichet

Precipitating
electrons
deposit
40-50%of theirenergy al., 1996]. Achill½os
et al. [1998]haveconstructed
a
asheat[Gdrard
andSingh,1982;Waiteel al., 1983], three-dimensionaldynamicalmodelof the Jovianauroand thereforeverylargeheatingrates,of the orderof a ral ionosphere,
in whichauroralprecipitationof 10 keV

fewergscm-2 s- • ormore,areimpliedbytheobservedelectrons
with anenergyfluxof8 ergss-t parallelto the

ultravioletintensities.Auroraltemperatures
from the localfieldlinesproduces
outflowing
windsofupto 35m
stratosphere
to thelowerthermosphere
(fromabout100 s-t at thenanobar
pressure
level(justbelow1000km
mbarto 1 ttbar)havebeenderivedfromground-basedin ourmodel)and600m s- 1 at theupperboundary
of
and VoyagerIRIS spectraof hydrocarbons
and the val- theirmodel.They notedthat if the regionof electron
ueshavebeenfoundto be significantly
enhancedover energydeposition
is as narrowas recentHST images
thoseof nonauroral
regions[e.g.,Kosliuk½!al. 1993; haveshownit to be, the windscouldbe significantly
Drossart½!al., 1993b;Livengood
½lal., 1993].Temper- stronger,but that modelingsuchwindspeedswouldreaturesin the middle auroral thermosphere
have been quire higher resolutionthan their current model allows.
inferred from the rotational structure in the infrared

Thetemperatures
in thenear-equatorial
thermosphere
Ha
+ auroralemissions
nearthe exobase
andhavebeen of JupiterhavebeenderivedfromVoyager
stellaroc-

foundto be higherthan thoseat midlatitudes.Drossart cultation data, and valuesnear 400 km werefoundto

et al. [1989]andDrossartet al. [1993a]
derivedrota- beabout200-t-50
K [Alrcyaet al.,1981;F½stou
et al.,
tionaltemperatures
of 1000-1200K and 12504-70
K, 1981].Temperatures
at thepeakofauroral
energy
derespectively,
fromJovianauroralHa
+ emission
at 2 and positionhavebeeninferredfromanalyses
of the rota-
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Figure 1. Smoothedtemperatureprofile from the
GalileoAtmospheric
StructureInstrument[S½iffet al.,

•-

tional structure of the 1-12bands in spectra obtained
with the I-IST G I-IRS. These spectra are assumedto
arise mainly from the altitude of maximum emission,
which coincidesapproximately with the altitude of max-

imum electronenergydeposition.Trafionet al. [1994]
II II II II II II II
o

8 o

8 o o

8 o

II II II II II •
8 o

8 o

8x

analyzed HST spectra of the Lyman and Werner bands

of1-12
in the 1252-1288
and1572-1607
• ranges,
andreportedtemperaturesof 5304-100K. Clarkeet al. [1994]
analyzed spectra of the northern auroral regionsin the

wavelength
range1204-1241• and derivedtemperatures of 400-700 K. Kim et al. [1995]reportedtemperaturesof 200-800 K from spectra in the wavelength
+

+

+

+

+

range1586-1620
•; fromthespectrathat exhibited
the

+

brightest 1-12bands, temperatures of 200-500 K were
derived.

œiuand Dal9arno[1996]reanalyzedtheselIST specT

T

T

T

T

T
T

+

+

+

+

+

+

tra using more recent wavelengthsand transition probabilities for the Lyman and Werner band systemsfrom
Ab9rall et al. [1993a,b]and includingthe effectof secondary electrons. They derived temperatures of 300700 K, with values of 400-500 K for the brightest au-

roral regions.In 1995, Kim et al. [1997]obtainedsix
additional spectral pairs of Lyman and Werner band
emissionsand analyzed these spectra and those from
+

+

+

+

+

their 1993observations
[Kim et al., 1995]with updated
molecular data and including the effect of secondary
electrons.They derivedtemperaturesin the range300850 K, with a value of 450 K for the brightestspectrum.
The precipitating electronshave been found in previousstudiesto depositmost of their energyin the region
of or just below the hydrocarbon homopause,which is
near 440 km above the 1-bar level for the midlatitude

modelfrom Voyager[Atre•/aet al., 1981]. In our standard (Galileo)modelthe homopause
is at about375km,
which is significantlylower than in the Voyagermodel.
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Here we use our model of electron energy deposition in by the actual wind field in the auroral regions.Strong
the auroral regionsto comparethe temperaturesat the auroral winds have been derived in the dynamical 3-D
altitudes of peak energy depositionusing the Galileo modelof Achilleoset al. [1998].
For models B and C, we have increasedthe valuesfor
temperatureprofile to thosederivedfrom HST spectra.
A by factors of 3 and 10, respectively.As the eddy diffu3.2. Eddy Diffusion Coefficient
sion coefficientincreases,the altitude of the homopause
also
rises, and the resulting valuesof the eddy diffusion
Becauseof the large energy input by precipitating
coefficients
at the homopauses
are I 8 x 106, I x 107
particles,mixing processes
in the auroralregionsmay be
ß

much more efficient than those in the midlatitude

,

and 8 x 107 cm2s-• for modelsA, B, and C, respec-

ther-

mosphere.t(ira e! al. [1997]presenteda plot of tem- tively. The altitude of the homopauserisesfrom 375 to
perature inferred from their HST Jovianauroral spectra 505 km, and the temperature increasesfrom about 250
versus pressurefor several models. They found that the to 570 K from model A to model C. The homopause

temperature-pressurepairs would fit the Galileo model characteristicsof the three modelsare comparedin Table 5.
fairly well if an admittedly unrealistic model with a
constant mixing ratio of methane throughout the thermospherewere assumed. This model would be consis- 3.3. Background Density Profiles
tent with a very large auroral eddy diffusioncoefficient
Backgrounddensity profilesfor H2, He, H, CH4,
and a very high homopause.Here we have constructed
three models that differ mainly in the eddy diffusion C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6 for the standard and enhanced

profileassumed.In our standardmodel(A), the eddy eddy diffusioncoefficientmodelsare shownin Figures
2a-2c. The neutral density profilesin the three moddiffusioncoefficient
in cm2s-• is givenby

nt

(11)

els were computedincluding both molecularand eddy
diffusion. The H2 density profileswere constructedby
setting the total pressureat 200 km to that derivedfrom

measurements
of the Galileoprobe[$eiff et al., 1997].
where nt is the total number density in cm-3 and The densitiesat higher altitudes were then determined

A = 1.4x 106wasderivedby Atreyaet al. [1981](see using the temperature profile and the eddy diffusioncoalsoFestoue! al. [1981])by fitting modelH2 and CH4 efficientsdescribedin section3.2. The helium mixing
density profiles to Voyager data: the It2 density at a ratio, defined here as the fraction by number or volmethane optical depth of unity at Lyman alpha derived ume, at the lower boundary was assumedto be 0.135,
from the stellar occultation data, and the tropopause as determinedby Nieraannet al. [1996]from the Galileo
mixing ratio implied by the VoyagerIRIS data [Hanel probe massspectrometer, and by Von Zahn and Hunten

et al., 1979]. The methanedensityprofilein our model [1996]from the Galileo Helium AbundanceDetector.
The H• densities derived from Galileo data at and
is completely determined by our choiceof the Voyager
value for A, and the Galileo value for the methane mix- above 200 km are smaller than those derived from Voying ratio at the lowerboundaryof the model(200 km). ager data. For example, at 200 km the H2 density in
We note here that the methane mixing ratio in our ourmodelA is 7.8• 101•cm-3, whereas
in theVoyager

modelat 5 /•bar is about 5 x 10-4 and not the value modelthe densityis I • 10•ccm-3. The differenceat
2.5 • 10-• derivedfrom the Voyagerstellar occulta- 400km is larger:3.8 • 1012cm-3 in the Galileomodel
tion data. In order to reproduce that mixing ratio, we and 2 • 1013cm-3 in the Voyagermodel.This reflects
would have to reduce the value of A considerably. It is
unlikely that the effective eddy diffusion coefficient in
the auroral thermosphereis less than that at midlati-

the slightly lower mesospherictemperatures measured

by the GalileoAtmosphericStructureExperiment[Seiff
et al., 1997]comparedthoseinterpolatedfrom the Voytudes, although it is possiblethat eddy diffusiondoes ager IRIS and radio sciencemeasurements
[Festoue!
not adequately represent the vertical mixing produced al., 1981].

Table 5. HomopauseCharacteristics of Models A, B, and C
A

B

C

Altitude, km

375

425

5O5

•r•-h,cm2s
-1
Pressure,
•bar

1.8X106
0.283

9.9• 106
8.93• 10-3

7.6X107

Temperature, K

247

361

567

H2 density,
cm-3
H2 column
density,
cm-2
CH4density,
cm-3
CH4column
density,
cm-2

7.95•1012
3.37•1019
2.16•107
1.88• 1013

1.70X1012
1.05•1019
1.54•107
1.97X1013

3.22X1OTM
3.13X1O18
6.14X1O6
1.28X1013

2.70X10

-3
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the neutral chemistry is more complete than that which
we have adopted here.
Another important but ill-defined factor for the chemwere determined with the assumptionthat chemistry
does not affect their densities. The mixing ratio of istry of the auroral ionosphere is the size of the auroral
methane at the bottom of the model was assumed to
regions and the rate of horizontal transport both into

For our models the density profiles for the longlived stable hydrocarbons CH4, C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6

be 2.1 x 10-3, as measuredby the Galileoprobemass and out of the region. This transport may be rapid and
spectrometer[Niemann et al., 1996]. The C2H6 mixing may greatly affect the number densitiesof specieswith
ratio wasassumedto be 2 x 10-6 at the 5 pbar level, long chemical lifetimes. The latitudinal extent of the
as Voyager stellar occultation measurementsindicated

intense auroral precipitation is uncertain. The stated

[Atreya et al., 1981;Festouet al., 1981]. For C2H2 and intensity of auroral emissions(in kR) dependson the
C2I-I4 the mixing ratios determined in the calculations assumed width of the oval. Initially, the oval was as-

of Gladstone½tal. [1996]werefixedat their peakvalues sumed to be about 6000 km wide because that is the
of 3 x 10-• and2x 10-6, respectively,
at the 4/•bar level, width of the magnetic projection of the edgesof the
near 300 km, and assumedconstant below that altitude.
In our models B and C with increased eddy diffusion
coefficients,the high-altitude hydrocarbon densitiesare

Io torus onto the planet, and the precipitating parti-

enhanced

cles as heavy ions has been shown to be improbable
over the last few years, and HST FUV imageshave also

relative

to those in the standard

model.

The assumption that precipitation and subsequent
chemistry does not affect the densities of the major
stable neutral hydrocarbons in the auroral regions is
certainly not strictly correct. Indeed, all the C2 hyd•ocarbons are ultimately producedfrom methane photochemically. The detailed neutral hydrocarbon model of

cles were assumedto originate from the torus [Sandel
el al., 1979]. The identificationof the primary parti-

shownthe emitting regionto be significantlynarrower
than previously supposed,sometimesof the order of
only hundredsof kilometers[Gdrardel al., 1994; Clarke
c! al., 1996]. Furthermore,diffuseemissionsare ob-

servedpolewardof the narrow, bright arc [Gfrard c!
Gladstone½!al. [1996]showsthat the C2H2, C2H4,and al., 1994; Ballester e! al., 1996]. A multidimensional

C2He mixing ratios peak near 4-5 /•bar, and that the
densities may be reduced at lower altitudes either by
increasing the supply of H from higher altitudes or by
increasing the eddy diffusion coefficient. Both effects
may be producedby auroral particle precipitation. The
auroral effects in our calculations are, however, concentrated near and above 300 km, and our results are not
much affected by the assumptions about the density
profiles of the C2 hydrocarbonsbelow this altitude.
Further evidence about variations of neutral hydrocarbon

densities

from

the auroral

zones to lower lati-

calculation would be necessaryto model these effects.

Our assumptionthat the density profilesof methane
and the three stable C2 hydrocarbonsare not affected

by precipitation or chemistryis equivalentto assuming that horizontaltransportis rapid enoughto reduce
their densitygradients.This is, however,a significant
sourceof uncertainty in our model.

Evidence concerningthe atomic hydrogen density
profilesin the auroral regionsis conflicting. In the
nonauroralregionsthe major sourceof dayglow Lyman alpha is resonancescatteringof the solar line,

and therefore the measured intensity is indicative of
the column abundance of H above the methane absorpgions, and some of which are reduced. For example, tion altitude. An atomic H column density of about
Drossart ½! al. [1986] measuredenhancedacetylene I x 10•7cm -2 above the methane absorptionaltitude

tudes is reflected in infrared emissions,some of which
have been observed

to be enhanced

in the auroral

re-

emissionat 13.3/•m from the north pole of Jupiter us- was inferred from the Voyager Lyman alpha airglow
ing the NASA Infrared TelescopeFacility. Caldwell ½t data by McUonncllc! al. [1980].Froma disk-averaged

with a soundal. [1980]observedenhancedemissionsfrom methane Lymanalphaintensityof 13 kR measured
in the •4 fundamental from the Jovian polar regionsat ing rocket, Clarke e! al. [19S0]deriveda globalaver7.8 /•m. Using infrared heterodynespectroscopyat 12 ageH atomlayerof 3.2 x 10•7 cm-2. Similaraver-

mm, tfostiuk ½tal. [1989],however,found no evidence age intensitiesof about 10 kR werereportedfor the
Lyman alpha dayglowoutsidethe "bulge"regionfrom
and one set of measurements showed an actual decrease.
IUE spectra[Skinnerc! al., 1983;seealso Skinnerel

for increased emissionfrom ethane near 60øN latitude,

Such variations in infrared emissions may arise from
variations in temperature or in the abundancesof the
emitting species,either of which may occur in the auroral regions.
Coupling of auroral precipitation and neutral chemistry is also indicated by the existenceof auroral hazes

al., 1988]. Skinneret al. [1988]analyzedICE observations of Jovian dayglowLyman alpha over the 8-year
period 1978-1986and concludedthat, sincethe intensities tracked that of the solar Lyman alpha line fairly

closely,the columndensityof H had remainedessen-

tiallyunchanged
overthatperiodat about1017cm
-2,

[1982a,b].Recently,
[Pryor and Hord, 1991]. The ion chemistry,whichis asdeterminedearlierby Gladstone
radiative
coupled to the neutral chemistry, may play some role Ben Jaffel e! al. [1993]useda sophisticated
in haze production as well. These issuesare important

transfer code to model the Jovian bulge and nonbulge

and will be taken into account in future models in which

Lyman alpha intensitiesmeasuredby ICE and found
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that a columndensityof about 3.7 x 1017cm-2 reproduced the nonbulge data well.

Waite et al. [1983]computedthe 11densityprofile
for the solar EUV source alone and found that, for
their standard eddy diffusion coefficient,the atomic hy-

drogen profile was characterizedby a peak density of

1.3 x 101øcm-3 near 400 km and a column-integrated
densityof 1.75x 1017cm-2 abovethe methaneabsorbing layer. The standard eddy diffusioncoefficientused

by Waite et al. (about1 x 106 cm2s
-1 at the homopause)was determinedby fitting the densityprofiles of methane and ethane to the Voyager stellar oc-

cultation data [Atreya et al., 1981] and is similar to
our /• value for model A. Smaller 11 column densities,

of the order of 1016cm-2, were obtainedonly for homopause eddy diffusion coefficients in excessof about

107cm2s-1. Waiteet al. alsocomputed
the average11
density profile that would result if 11producedin the auroral regionswere distributed uniformly over the globe

(by, for example,thermospheric
winds)and predicteda
column abundance of about 6 x 1017 cm -2.

Recently,Prangget al. [1997]havederived11column
densitiesfrom an analysisof the shapeof the auroral Lyman alpha line obtained at high spectral resolution with
the GHRS on 11ST. The auroral Lyman alpha emission is produced mainly by dissociativeexcitation of It2
by the precipitating electrons,although on the dayside
there is also a significantcomponentdue to resonance
scattering of solar radiation. The line profile exhibits a
strong central reversal, which occurs due to resonance
scattering of the emitted photons by a population of 11
atoms above the emitting region. Thus the line shape
may be exploited to determine the column abundanceof
H atoms above the region of production or the methane
absorption altitude. The auroral column densities in-

ferredby Prangdet al., (1- 5) x 101611atomscm-2,
are smaller

even

than

the midlatitude

values

inferred

101a

g0

60

80

I00

Electron Energy (key)
Figure 3. Column densitiesabovethe electronenergy
depositionpeak as a function of energy of the precipitating primary electron. Models A, B, and C are shown
as solid, dotted, and dashed lines, respectively. For H
the column

densities

are above the methane

r -

1 level

at Lyman alpha (1216 A), if that altitude is abovethe
energy deposition peak.

from the Lyman alpha dayglow observations.
For our backgroundmodels,we havefixed the column 4.

densityof H at 1 x 1017cm-2 abovethe homopause,
as

40

Results

The column densities of H2, H, C114, and C2H2 to
which the precipitating electrons are predicted to penmodelsand the valuesderivedby Prangdet al. [1997] etrate as a function of electron energy from 20 to 100
for the auroral region. We then predict the steady state keV for each of the three models are presentedin Figatomic hydrogendensity profile implied by our precipi- ure 3. The H2 column densitiesare not significantly
tation calculation. While the computed auroral atomic model-dependent;
the valuesvaryfrom about6 x 1019to
hydrogen densities may be reduced by transport from 1021
cm-2 asthe electronenergyincreases
from20 keV
the polar to the equatorial regions,thermosphericwinds to 100 keV. Recently,Wolvenand Feldman[1998]anaare unlikely to decrease the 11 column densities in the lyzed auroral spectra of the Lyman and Werner bands
polar region to values smaller than those at midlati- obtained with HUT. The transitionsin the wavelength
tudes. It is possible, however, that the smaller auroral regionbelow1100]k terminateonlowvibrational
levels
atomic hydrogen column densities are a consequence of H2, and the degree of observedself-absorptionindiof stronger vertical mixing, which enhancesthe high- catesthe vibrational temperature and depth from which
altitude densities of speciesthat react with 11 and also the emissionsoriginate. From the measuredintensities
transports H atoms to lower altitudes, where they are of emissionsterminating on v - 2, Wolven and Feldman
destroyed more efficiently. We therefore explore here derived H2 vertical column densitiesof 1.5 x 1020cm-2.
the effect of increasingthe eddy diffusioncoefficienton For our models this correspondsto an electron energy
of about 30 keV.
the H density profiles.
a compromise between the equatorial and midlatitude

column

abundances

inferred

from

measurements

and
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electrontransport was handled in very different ways
peakelectron
energy
deposition
forthestandard
model from ours. Wail½el al. [1983]carriedout a two-stream
increase
from 3 x 10TM
cm-2 to 4 x 1017cm-2 overthe electrontransport calculationthat shouldgive compaelectron
energy
rangeconsidered
here.Thesevalues
are rable resultsto ours,but their inferredelectronenergies
considerably
smallerthanthosecomputed
by Singhal of 1-10 keV reflectedthe then prevalent belief that the
e! al. [1992]
because
theabundance
ofmethane
in our electronsdid not penetrate to below the methanehomodelatmosphere
is significantly
smallerthantheirs. mopause. Waite c! al. [1988]analyzedtwo spectraof
Asexpected,
thecolumn
densities
ofhydrocarbons,
in- the Jovian auroral regionsmeasuredby IUE and decluding
methane,
arelargerfortheenhanced
eddydif- termined penetrationdepthsby modifyinglaboratory
transmission
curvesof Yung
fusioncoefficients.
The averagemethanecolumndensi- spectraby the hydrocarbon
el
al.
[1982].
They
reported
that
precipitating
electrons
tiesinferredfrom IUE and HST spectraare of the order

The methanecolumndensitiesabovethe altitude of

energiesin the 10-30 keV rangeweremostlikely,
of (3- 6) x 1016
cm-2. AsFigure
3 shows,
those
col- with
with a best fit of 22.5 keV.

umndensities
correspond
to energies
of 45-55 keV for
We have also determined the acetylenecolumn denthe standardmodelatmosphere.For modelsB and C,
sities
to which the electronspenetrate as a function of
with enhancededdydiffusion,the corresponding
enerelectron
energyfor the three models,and the results
giesare25-30keVandabout15-20keV,respectively.

Bycomparison,
Gladstone
andSkinner
[1989]
inferredare also shownin Figure 3. C2H2 columndensitiesof
(1-3) x 10TM,
and(2-4) x 10TM
cm-2 are
an electron
energyof about95keV,andSinghalet al. (4-12)x 10TM,
for the
[1992]
derived
a valueof 30 keV.Thesources
of the predictedfor modelsA, B, and C, respectively,
difference
are not easyto identify,sincethe modelat- precipitatingelectronenergiesderivedfrom the measured methane column densities. Our acetylene column

mospheres
usedin thosestudies
weredifferent,
andthe
Table

63. Column Production

Rates of Selected H Sources for

Model B with 30 keV Precipitating Electrons
Number

Column

Reaction

Production

Rate,cm-2s-1
RN3

1CH2+

RNll
RN15
RN18
RN20

CH
C2H
C2H
C2H3

RC1
RC2
RC3

H3
+ +
H3
+ +
CH5
+ +

+
+
+
+

H2 -•
CH4
H2
C2H2
H2

RC21

RC22
R15
R17

CH3 +

-•
-•

CH3
CH4

+

+

e

-•

H

H
H

+

H

+ H2

H

+H

H

H

C2H2
+ + e -• C2H+
C2H3
-1-q- e -• C2H2
qC2H7
+ + e -• C2H6+
H+

H

H
C2H4 +
H
C2H2 +
products
H
H
C2H4 +

e -• H2 +
e -• H +
e -• CH2+

RC4
RC6

RC10
RC12
RC18

-•
-•
-•
-•

H
H
H

+

CH3
+ + e _• 1CH2
+
C22+ q- H2 -• C2H3
q-qC2H2
+ q- CH4• C3H5
-1q-

H
H
H
H

R27
R28
R31

H+ + CH4-• CH4
+ + H
H2
+ + H2-• H3
+ + H
C2H4
+ + C2H2-•C4H5++ H

R32
R33

He+ +

H2 • Hell+ q•
H+ q-

H

CH4 q- hF -• 3CH2q-

H

+ He
+ H

H

+H2

-•

CH

+

C2H2 q-

ht2 -• C2H* q-

C2H4 +
C2H6 +

hF
hu

-•

H2 +

C2H +
--+ C2H2 +
-• C2H4 +

e* -•
--+

H+ +
H

+

H

H
H
H

+

H

+

H

H

+

2e

H

+

e

H

1.59X101ø
2.10X101ø
3.47X109
2.15X109
1.64X 108
3.61 X 109
3.24X101ø
7.84X109
5.71X 101ø
1.33X 109
1.50X108
4.36X 108
1.77X108
1.52X108
4.45X 108
1.93X10TM
2.21X101ø
1.05X101ø
1.87X 109
1.78X10TM
9.07X106
2.97X109
6.20X108
7.66X109
6.01X 108
1.18X107
3.58X109
1.06X101ø
7.33X106
7.01X 109
1.68X10 TM
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Table 6b. ColumnLossRatesof H for the Major H Sinks
for Model B with 30 keV PrecipitatingElectrons
Number

Reaction

Column Loss

Rate,cm-2s-1

RN1
RN4

1CH2 + H •
CH + H2
3CH2 + H --+ CH + H2

1.24x108
1.97X1010

RN10
RN19
RN22
RN25
RN30
RN33
RN36
RN37
RN38

CH4 +
C2H3 +
C2H4 +
C2H5 +
H +
CH3 +
C2H2 +
C2H4 +
C2H5 +

1.29x108
7.80x109
5.06x101
3.77x101ø
2.78x10TM
1.19x10TM
8.12x109
3.78x101ø
1.05X 106

Rll
R34
R41
R43
R35
R36

CH• + H --• CH4+ H2
H2
+ + H --• H+ + H2
Hell+ + H --• H2
+ + He
C2H3
+ + a --• C2H2
+ + H2
C2H4
+ + a -• C2H3
++ H2
C2H5
+ + a-• C2H4++H2
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

--,
--,
-•
•
+
+
+
+
+

+ h•2--•
+ e* --•

CH3 + H2
C2H2 + H2
C2H3 + H2
CH3 + CH3
H2 --• H2 + H2
H2 --* CH4 + H2
H2 --• C2H3 +H2
H2 -• C2H5 + H2
H2 --• C2H6 + H2

H+ +
H+ +

e
2e

8.38x109
1.05x109
2.73X107
2.22X10
TM
1.24X1010
1.19X10
l0
2.23X109
6.67X107

densitiesare smaller than thoseof methaneby about a cause
the densityof C2H•
+ is large.In fact,themost
factorof 50, in roughagreementwith the broadrangeof important
C2ionsareC2Ha
+ andC2H3
+, andthemost
10-100derivedby Ajello et al. [1998]from GalileoUVS importantsource
of C•H} is theexothermic
reverse
respectra. It shouldbe noted, however,that the acety- action(R37), whichwewill discuss
below.Otherimporlene column densitiesare strongly model-dependent, tantsources
of C2H•+include
thereaction
ofC2H+ with
and there is significant uncertainty in the abundance H2andcharge
transfer
fromH•+ andHe+ to C2H•.Diof acetylene at thermosphericaltitudes both in the au- rectproduction
ofC2H•
+ byphotoionization
andauroral
roral regionsand at lower latitudes.
electronimpact ionization of C2H2 is alsosignificant.

The atomic hydrogenproductionratesin the auroral
regionsare greatly enhancedoverthosearisingfrom the
interaction of solar EUV fluxes with H2 at lower latitudes. The major sourcesof H in the auroral regions,
along with columnintegratedproductionor lossrates,
are listed in Table 6a. Altitude profiles of the most
important production mechanismsof H for 30 keV electronsprecipitatinginto our modelB are shownin Figure
4. At altitudes aboveabout 450 km, the major sources

As the modeleddy diffusioncoefficientincreases,
the
altituderangeoverwhichreaction(R15) dominatesbe-

comes
larger,andthealtitudeat whichH3
+ dissociative
recombination
(reactions(RC1) and (RC2))exceedsreaction (R15) rises. For the C2I-Iqprofilethat we have
adopted, photodissociationof ethylene
C2H4 -}- ht/•

C2H2 + 2H

(14)

aredissociative
recombination
of Ha
+ (reactions
(RC1) dominatesthe production of H below about 300 km.
for 30
and (RC2))and the reactionof H•+ with H2 (reaction The major chemicalsinksof atomichydrogen
modelB
(R28)). The altitudeprofileofreaction(R28)resembleskeV electronsprecipitatinginto thermospheric
the electron-impactionization profile. Other important are listed,alongwith integratedcolumnlossrates,in
sourcesof H include direct electron-impactdissociation Table 6b, and altitudeprofilesare shownin Figure5.
of H2,
Thereaction
of H withC2Ha
+ (reaction
(R37))

H2+e* •H+H,

(12)

dissociative
recombination
of CH•
+ (RC3, RC4, and

C•H3
+ + H -• C•H•
+ + H•

(15)

RC6), and the slightlyendothermicion-molecule
reac- is the dominant destruction mechanism for H in the
tion
340 to 470 km region. The reverseof reaction(R37)

C2H•
+ + H2-• C2Ha
+ + H.

above,is an
(13) (reaction(R15)), whichwehavediscussed

importantsourceof H, and its rate is nearlyas large

The columnintegratedrate of this reactionis largemore asthat of (R37). Thusthesequence
of reactions
(R37)
because it involves the dominant neutral H2 than be- followedby (R15) constitutesa "null cycle"that mir-
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C2I-I3q-H -• C2I-I2q-I-I2

(20)

followedby the three-bodyreaction(RN36)

600I-

H-+ e_ '½\ \ \ Kh= 9.9xI0
• cm2s
-' --

C2H2+ H + M --, C2H3+ M

(21)

makes up a catalytic cycle for recombination of H to

form I-I2 [e.g., Gladstone½tal., 1996]but is significant

• 500

only on the bottomside of the H layer. The three-body
loss processeswere identified as important by previ-

ousinvestigators[e.g., Waite ½tal., 1983;Atrcya ½tal.,
1981; Gladstone½tal., 1996],but the ion-moleculere-

• 400

actions

were not.

For model B with 30 keV electron precipitation, the
•00

•00

figuresshowthat photochemical
equilibrium(PCE) is

i

10

100

1000

......• ........ • ............
I•

10 •

10 •

Production Rate {era-as-•)

a valid approximation for H only up to about 250 km.
Above that altitude, auroral production of H is balanced by downward transport to altitudes where it is
destroyed by three-body chemical reactions. The numerical

Figure 4. Altitude profilesof •he mos• impor•an•
a•omic hydrogenproductionra•es for model B wi•h
30 keV precipitatingelectrons. The dashedcurveis
productiondue •o electronimpac•dissociation
of H2.

value of the downward

flux of H at 400 km in

modelB is about 1 x 10TMcm-2 S-1 and is equalto the

net production rate of H above that altitude. If the precipitating electron energiesare larger, the H atoms are
produced lower in the atmosphere, and production and
The so•d curves are ion-molecule reactions and dissociafive recombination reactions. The curves are labeled loss are more nearly balanced at the altitude of peak
with •he numbers of •he reactionsin Tables 1, 2, and 3. production.
For a given atmosphericmodel, as the energy of the
The curve labeled "To•al" is •he sum of a• production
precipitating electronsincreases,the maximum in the
processes.
H production rate profile shifts to lower altitudes, and

igatesthe effectof either reactionon the H chemistry.
The sink of H in reaction(R37) exceedsthe sourcein
reaction(R15) only by about 10%, for a net column

700

loss rate of about 2 x 10tø cm-2 s-1. The reactions of

H withC2H4
+ (R35)andwithCcH•
+ (R36)arealsoim-

600

portant but are not shownin Figure 5. Their profiles

peaknear330km, withratesof about2000cm-3 s-t.
The three-bodyrecombination
reactions(RN33)
CHa + H + M -• CH4 + M,

(16)

and (RN37)

400

C2H4 + H + M --, C2H5 + M,

(17)

and the bimolecularreaction(RN25)
C2I-I5 q- H -• CH3 q- CH3,

300

(18)

however,are the most important lossprocessfor H below about 300 km. The three-bodyreaction(RN30) of
H with

500

200

1

10

100

! 000

104

10 •

106

Loss Rate (cm-Ss-•)

itself

Figure 5. Altitude profiles of the most important
atomic
hydrogenlossrates for model B with 30 keV preH+H+M
-• H2+M
(19)
cipitating electrons. The dashed curvesare processes
dominates the destruction of H from about 300 to 340 involving the interaction of photons or energeticelectrons with neutrals; the solid curves are ion-molecule
km.
reactions and recombinations; the dotted curves are
Other important H destructionmechanismsinclude neutral-neutral
reactions.
The curves are labeled with

reaction(RN1)with 1CH2and reaction(RN4) with
aCIt2. The sequence
of reaction(RN19)

the numbers of the reactions in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The
curve labeled "Total" is the sum of all loss processes.
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becauseour backgroundmodels,by design,all contain
nearly the sameH profilefor all energiesof precipitat.

02

ing electrons. Also, we did not construct modelsfor
precipitatingelectronenergiesas low as 1-10 keV. It is

A5

• 600-"', •',.•B5 ,..BQO

• .x'.. x,. ','"'"',.
AgO
7-.../
•400
BI00
•'- -•-•.
•....
=
BI00/''-.
'•'"•'"...,
•'... x• .....
......... • •

'-• •

) '.,

by precipitation of either 1 or 10 keV electrons.

,.,

200t....
I ........
t , ,,•
10•o

quitepossible
that the predictedH densities
donotvary
monotonicallywith electronenergyat low energies.It
is only at very low energiesthat the electronsdeposit
their energyhigh enoughin the thermosphere
for the H
densitiesto be significantfor the electronenergyloss.
Indeed,Waite et al. estimatedan H densityprofilefor
125 keV electron precipitation in which the peak was
lowerand the peak densitysmallerthan that produced

10,•

Number Density (cm -•)

Figure 6. Atomic hydrogendensity profiles. •odels
A, B, •nd C •e shown •s solid, dotted, •nd d•shed
curves, respectively. The curves •re l•beled with the

letter of the modelfollowedby the energy(in keV) of
the primary electron. For example, A50 denotesmodel
A with 50 keV precipitating electrons.

The computedatomichydrogencolumndensities
presentedin Figure 3 are integrated above either the altitude of peak electronenergydepositionor the methane
absorptionaltitude, whicheveris higher. Theseare the
column densities that would be inferred from auroral

Lyman alpha intensity data. The methane absorption
altitude is that for which the columndensityis equal

to about5 x 1016cm-2, the inverseof the CH4 photoabsorption
crosssectionat Lymanalpha(2 x 10-17
cm2).The methane
absorption
altitudeis higherthan
the peak of the electronenergydepositiononlyfor the
highest energy electronsand the highesteddy diffusion coefficients. For our standard model the H column

decreases from about 6 x 1018cm-2 for 20 keV electrons to 1 x 1018 cm-2 for 100 key electrons. For the

the three-body recombination reactions become more
important relative to the ion-moleculereactionsas loss atmosphereswith enhancededdy diffusioncoefficients,
the computed H columnsare smaller. For model C the
processesfor H. For a given energy of the precipitatvariation is from 1 x 1018cm -2 for 20 keV electrons
ing electrons,as the eddy diffusioncoefficientincreases,

the three-bodyrecombination
of two H atoms(reaction
(RN30)) becomeslessimportantat highaltitudes,and
the reactions of H with methane and with hydrocarbon
ions become more important.
The computed density profilesof atomic hydrogenfor
all three models at the precipitation energiesof 20, 50,
and 100 keV are presented in Figure 6. The altitude
of the peak density is in the range 300-350 km for

all models. For a given model the peak densitiesdecrease monotonically with energy of the precipitating
electrons, and for a given electron energy the densities decreasewith increasingeddy diffusion coefficient.
For example, for 50 keV electrons the peak densities of

atomicH are 2 x 101•, 1.5 x 10TM,and 1 x 10TMcm-3

800

'"" 600

o

•

400

for models A, B, and C, respectively. For model B,

the peak H densitiesare 2.7 x 10•1, 1.6 x 10TM,and
8 x 10lø cm-a for 20, 50, and 100 keV electrons.Our
computed H density profiles are similar to those pre-

sentedby Waite ½t al. [1983], but their computedH
peak and column integrated densitiesare greater for 10
keV electrons

than

for 1 keV electrons.

Waite

et al. ex-

plained this trend as due to the decreasedproduction of
atomic H by low-energy electrons, which deposit their
energy at higher altitudes, where the ratio of H to H2
is larger. Although our modelsexhibit the oppositebe-

•oo

0. i

I

10
1O0
! 000
10*
Ionization Rate (em-a see-')

10*

Figure 7. Selectedaltitude profilesof the directionization rates for model A with 50 key precipitatingelectrons. The solid curvesare electron-impactprocesses;
the dotted curves are photoionization and photodisso-

havior (increasingH densitieswith decreasing
electron ciative ionization; the dashed curves are the sum of
energy),our calculations
differfromthoseof Waiteet al. electron-impact and photoionization.
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Table 7. ColumnIonizationRatesfor ModelsA, B and C at Three Energies
Parent

Neutral

Model A

Channel

20 keV

50 keV

Model B

100 keV

20 keV

50 keV

Model C

100 keV

20 keV

50 keV

100 keV

H2
+

1.81x10
TM1.70X10
TM1.72X10
TM 1.80>(10
TM1.75X1011
1.72>(10
TM1.81X10
TM1.70>(10
TM1.72X10
TM

H+

7.17X109 6.74X109 6.84X109 7.16X109 6.94X109 6.82X109 7.17X109 6.74X109 6.83X109

H

H+

1.26X108 2.38X107 6.59X106

1.34X108 2.58X107 6.84X106 1.41X108 2.60X107 7.00X106

He

He+

3.54X109 6.12X109 8.14X109

6.87X109 9.02X 109 9.94X109 9.83X109 1.04>(10101.08X1010

CH4

CH4
+ 4.09X1066.12X1072.25X108 8.24X1073.07X1085.10>(1083.57X1085.88X1087.31>(108
CH3
+ 3.61
x106 5.84x107 1.99x108 7.27x1072.71
x108 4.50x1083.15>(1085.19>(1086.46x108
CH2
+ 5.34>(1058.28>(1062.93>(1071.08>(1074.00>(1076.65>(1074.66x1077.67>(1079.54>(106

H2

CH+
C+
H+
C2H2

1.73x 105 2.79x 106 9.49x 106
8.71x 104 1.41x 106 4.79x 106
2.64x 105 4.27x 106 1.45x 107

3.48x 106 1.29x 107 2.15x 107 1.51x 107 2.48x 107 3.09x 107
1.75x 106 6.52x 106 1.09x 107 7.60x 106 1.25x 107 1.56x 107
5.32x 106 1.98x 107 3.29x 107 2.31x 107 3.80x 107 4.72x 107

C2H
t 2.05
x104 3.38
x106 1.40
x107 7.80
x105 8.29
x106 1.65
x107 5.64
x106 1.38
x107 1.89
x107
C2H+

C2
+
CH+
C+

4.07x103 6.70x105 2.77x106

1.55>(105 1.64x106 3.26x106 1.12x106 2.75x106 3.75x106

1.14x1031.87x1057.74x105 4.31
x104 4.58x1059.10x1053.12x1057.68x1051.05x106
1.12x103 1.85>(105 7.66x105
5.03x 102 8.29x 104 3.43>(105

4.27x104 4.53x105 9.00x105 3.08x105 7.60x105 1.03x106
1.91x 104 2.03x 105 4.03x 105 1.38x 105 3.40x 105 4.63x 105

C2H4

all ions 2.75X102 7.27X 104 3.45>(105

1.25X 104 1.71X 105 3.73X 105 1.02X 105 2.90X 105 4.16X105

C2H6

all ions 1.41X103 4.81X105 2.28X106

7.95X104 1.15X106 2.46X106 6.95X105 1.92X106 2.69X106

Total

Ionization1.92X10TM 1.83X1011 1.87X10TM 1.94X1011 1.92X10TM 1.90X10TM 1.99X10TM 1.88X10TM 1.91X10TM
Rates are in units of cm-2s-1

to 1.3 x 10x7cm-2 for 100 keV electrons. The atomic

keV electrons, the total H column densitiesare about

hydrogen column densitiesare less as the electron energy increasesbecausethe H atoms are produced lower
in the atmosphere, where they may be destroyed efficiently by reaction with hydrocarbons.For a givenelectron energy, as the eddy diffusion coefficientincreases,
the hydrocarbon neutral and ion densities increase at
high altitudes, so the atomic hydrogen loss rates increase at higher altitudes. Our computed H densities
are, of course, maximum values, since our model does
not include transport of H out of the auroral regionsby
thermospheric winds. It is, however, noteworthy that
the computed H column densities are not reduced to

2 8 x 10•8 and 1.59 x 10•8 cm-2 respectively.Both

values that

are less than

those at lower latitudes

or to

ß

,

of these values are larger than the column densitiesin
Figure 3, mostly becausethe methane densitiesare enhanced at higher altitudes in the higher eddy diffusion
models, and thus unit optical depth occurs at higher
altitudes.

4.1.

Ion Density Profiles

The production rates of ions for our standard model
and an electron energy of 50 keV are presentedin Figure 7. The peak of ion production occursnear the peak
of electron energy deposition, near 300 kin. The ma-

thosethat werederivedby Prangget al. [1997]from the jor ionsproduced
areH2
+, H+, He+,CH•
+, andCHa
+.
auroral Lyman alpha line shape, at least for the most As expected,
the altitudeof thepeakin the H2
+ proprobable combinationsof eddy diffusioncoefficientsand duction profile decreaseswith increasingenergy of the
electron energiesthat we find. Although the predicted precipitating electronsbut, for a given electronenergy,
H columnsare small,about1017cm-2, for the high- is not much affected by changesin the eddy diffusion
est electron energiesand model C, the corresponding coefficient. Integrated column ionization rates for all of
methane column densities above the altitude of peak our models for 20, 50 and 100 keV electronsare pre-

absorption
are aboutl0 is cm-2 andaremuchtoolarge sented
in Table7. Theintegrated
H2
+ production
rates
for this combination to be probable.
Although we have plotted in Figure 3 the column
densities of H that would be derived from Lyman alpha data, this is not necessarilyequal to the total column density of H in the model. For model A, and 50

are nearly the same for all of our models, largely because the energy fluxes were normalized to that necessary to produce60 kR of Lyman band emission,and the
shape of the H2 electron-impact ionization crosssection
is similar to that for excitation of the B state of H2. The

keV electrons,the total H columnis about2.9 x l0 is production rate of hydrocarbon ions, however,increases
cm-2 s-1 whichis closeto that shownin Figure3 For significantly with both electron energy and eddy diffu,

ß

model B, with 30 keV electrons,and model C, with 20

sion coefficient. Direct production of hydrocarbon ions
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with predicted electrondensity peaks generallylarger
and lower in altitude

50key
,1a.

1500

=

1.8XI06

cm:•S -

than the observed values at mid-

dle or equatoriallatitudes. H+ is destroyedslowlyby
radiative recombinationand more efficientlyby charge

transferto vibrationallyexcitedH• (reaction(R29))

H+ + H2(v>_4)--, H2
++ H

(22)

1000
o

He+
500

C3H"*
CHJ
CH• e
I0

100

i000

10 •

10 •

10"

10 *

Number Density (cm -a)

ifil2 is sufficientlyvibrationallyexcited[McElroy,1973].
In solarsourceonly (nonauroral)modelswithoutreaction (R29) above,the altitudeof the peakelectrondensity is near 600 km, and the peak densityis in excess
of 106cm-3 or more [e.g., Waite ½!al., 1983;Alreya
½! al., 1979]. Radio occultationprofilesshowedthat
the peak densitiesat midlatitudesoccur higherin the
atmosphere,at altitudes of 1000 to 2000 km, and are
an order of magnitudesmallerthan the modelvalues
[Eshleman
et al., 1979a,b;Hinsone! al., 1998].
Enhanced and sometimes altitude-variable H2 vibra-

tional temperaturesand/or verticalion driftshavebeen
successfully
invokedto reproducethe observedmidlatitudeelectrondensitypeaks[e.g., Waite e! al., 1983;Majeed and McConnell,1991]. Cravens[1987]carriedout

1500

(H*)
1000H.* He
+

the first model calculation

of the vibrational

distribu-

tion of H2 in the auroral and nonauroralthermospheres
and showedthat, with the computedvibrational pop-

ulations, the solar-onlymodel electrondensitieswere
reducedby the requiredfactor of 10 at high altitudes,

but thepeakelectron
densitywasabout4 x 105cm-3 at
an altitude of about 600 km. Majeede! al. [1991]com/ CH•+

puted the vibrational distribution of H2 in the nonauro-

ral Jovian thermosphere,including fluorescence
in the
Lyman and Werner bands,which Cravens[1987]had
neglected. The electron density profilesthat they computed were similar to those of Cravens but could not be
1
I0
100 1000 104
10•
10"
made to fit the existing midlatitude radio occultation
Number Density (em-a)
profiles, even with vertical drifts imposed.
The Voyager2 entranceradio scienceelectrondensity
Figure 8. Computeddensityprofilesfor selectedions
profile
at 65øS latitude was near the auroral zone, alfor (a) modelA with 50 keV precipitatingelectrons,
and (b) modelB with 30 keV precipitating
electrons. though until recently, only the topsideelectrondensities
The dotted curvesare the densityprofilesfor H+ and had been derivedfor this occultation. A recentreanalyI-Ia
+ foranenhanced
1-12
vibrational
temperature
of4000 sis of the Voyager 2 radio scienceentrance data shows
K.
an electrondensitypeak near 650 km of about 3.5 x 105
500

cm-3 [Hinson½tal., 1998].Thisaltitudeis closeto that
predictedby auroralmodelswithoutreaction(R29) or
by electronimpactis, however,smallcomparedto pro- vertical drifts, but the measuredelectron peak density
duction via ion-moleculereactions, as we will discuss (about(3 - 4) x 105cm-a) is smallerthanmodelpeak
densitiesby 2 orders of magnitude [e.g., Waite e! al.,
below.
The major ions that are producedare transformed
by ion-moleculereactions;the steadystate ion densities are shownin Figure 8a for model A, with 50 keV
precipitatingelectrons,and in Figure8b for modelB,

1983; Singhal½t al., 1992]. Waite et al. managedto
match the high-altitude measurementswith an altitude
variable H2 vibrational temperature, but the peak was
still too high, at about 1000 km. For the auroral case

precipitation,
including
thecomwith30 keVprecipitating
electrons.
EventhoughH•+ with10keVelectron

is the major ion produced,it is transformedby reaction puted H2 vibrational distribution and reduced H densiwithH2intoHa
+ (reaction(R28)).
H+ is themajorion ties, Cravens[1987]found the auroral electrondensity
above about 450 km. Modeling the topsideJovianra- peak wasreducedby a factor of 10 but wasstill greater
dio occultationprofileshasgenerallybeenproblematic, than I x 106 cm -3.
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Perhaps coincidently, the solar source model elec- Our columndensitiesare on the low end of the rangeintron densityprofilesof Cravens[1987]and Majeedet f•d
andinby
the
V•o•a•t
middle•t
ofal.
the[•OSO
range
of
inferred
(•.•-•)xby Drossart
•0•"•m -"
et
al. [1991]seemto fit the measuredVoyager2 entrance
(66øSlatitude) profilederivedby Hinsonet al. [1998] al. [199a] of (6- 19) x 1011cm-2. We note,however,
remarkably well. The auroral ion production rates are, that the use of a higher H2 vibrational temperatureinhowever,larger than those at midlatitudes, leading to creases
thecolumn
density
ofIt3
+. Indeed,
if weincrease
model electron densitiesthat are 2 ordersof magnitude the vibrational temperature of It2 to 4000 K, as shown

greaterthan the Voyager2 entranceprofile[Hinsonet in Figure8b for modelB, the H3
+ columndensity
inal., 1998]. Hinsonet al. suggestthat the photochemical creases
to about4 x 10TMcm-2 whichis largerthan
modelsfit becausethe tangent point of the occultation can be accommodated by the observationsof Drossart
was near but

not in the auroral

zone.

Whether

this

is true, or whether the larger auroral production can
be cancelled out with a reasonable auroral vibrational

distribution of H2 or vertical drifts, is unknown and
probably will remain so until more is understoodabout
the auroral thermosphere compared to the nonauroral
thermosphere. The vibrational temperature of H2 in
the auroral regionsmay be enhancedbecausethe rate
of production of vibrationally excited H2 by electron

impact is larger and becausethe emissionrates in the
H2 bands are enhanced. If, howeverthe H densitiesare
larger than at midlatitudes, the rate of quenchingwill
alsobe higher[e.g., Cravens,1987].
We have chosento sidestepthese questionshere. For

et al. [1993a].
Below about 400 kin, hydrocarbon ions becomedominant, and the total density peak is also of the order

of (1- 2) x 105 cm-a. In the enhanced
eddydiffusion coefficient models the altitude where hydrocarbon

ions dominate is shifted to higher altitudes, and the
hydrocarbon ion layer broadens. The most important
hydrocarbon ion over about a 50 km range below the

H•+ peakis CH5
+, whichisproduced
byreaction
ofCHa
+
with H2 (reaction(R26))andby reaction
of H•+ with
CH4(reaction
(R25)).AbovetheCH5
+ layer,themost
importanthydrocarbon
ionis CH•
+, whichis produced
by the reactionof H+ with CH4 (reaction(R27)). At
loweraltitudesCt and C2 ionsare transformedto higher

reaction(R29) we haveassumed
a constantvibrational hydrocarbon ions, and the class of Ca and C4 ions betemperature of 1470 K, which yields an effective rate

come more important.

The hydrocarbon ion density

coefficientof 1 x 10- •5 cmas-•. As Figures8a and profiles are similar in shape and composition to those
8b show,the model H+ peak densityis near 1000km, predictedby Kim and Fox[!994]for midlatitudesat lo-

with a valueof about(2-3)

x 106cm
-a. We have cal noon, but the predicted peak densities are an order

also computed ion density profiles for a higher H2 vi-

brationaltemperatureof 4000 K, and the resultingH+

of magnitude greater for the auroral ionospherethan for
the nonauroral ionosphere.

profile is shown also as a dashed curve in Figure 8b.

Forthishighvibrational
temperature,
H•+ is thedomi-

800

nant ion overa largealtituderange,and the H+ peak
rises to an altitude of 1960 kin. It is noteworthy that
in this case,the Jovian ionosphereexhibits an extensive

[

F• (molecularion) peak. Thuswefind, as haveothers,
that increasingthe vibrational temperature of H2 decreasesthe H + peak density,but the F2 peak alsorises
to altitudes much higher than observed.A model with

1\

I

\\

g

cm2s_•

,• •oo

a more realistic H2 vibrational distribution, in which

the degreeof vibrational excitationincreaseswith altitude, could probably be constructedto fit the data but
would not further our understandingof the Jovian auroral ionosphere. Instead, we focus here on the lower
ionosphere,which has been lessexplored.
In a narrow altitude range near 400 km in our stan-

dardmodel,the Ha
+ densityexceeds
that of H+, with
a peakdensityof about(1- 2) x 105cm-a, whichdecreasesas the electronenergyincreases.The total col-

umndensity
of H•+ in ourstandard
modelA for50keV
precipitating
electrons
is about1.2x 10•2cm-2 (Figure
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•igure 9. Altitude profiles of computedexcitation
8a); for modelB with 30 keV electrons
it is similar, rates
for various excited states or emission of H2 and H.
about 1.1 x 1012cm-2 (Figure8b); for modelC with The speciesin parenthesesare the parent species.The
20keVelectron
precipitation
theHa
+ column
is slightlycurves labeled Lya and Bala are emission rates of H
less,9.5 x 10• cm-2. Thesevaluescan be compared Lyman alpha and H Bulmer alpha. The curveslabeled
to thosederived
frommeasured
intensities
oftheHa
+
CtU} and BtE} are production
ratesof the excited
fundamental and overtone transitions at 4 and 2 /•m. states of H2.
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The total densities of the hydrocarbon ions that we

predictare similarto thosecomputedby Sin9halet al

[1992]. Their predictedpeakhydrocarbon
ion densities are of the order of 105 cm-3. There are differences

in the compositionaldetails,however,that may relate
to the neutral backgroundmodelatmosphere,the "polar model"proposedby Liven9ood
et al. [1990],that

they use. For example,H3
+ doesnot dominateanywhere in their model. Although Waite et al. [1983]
computed density profiles for six hydrocarbon ions in
their comprehensivemodel, individual ion density profiles were not presented, so no detailed comparisonis
possible. Their electron density profiles do not show
any structure on the bottomside that would signify a
hydrocarbon ion layer, but the energiesof the precipitating electronsadopted by Waite et al., 1 and 10 keV,
were chosento avoid penetrating far into the methane
layer. The lack of a hydrocarbon ion layer is therefore
not surprising. The chemistry of the lower ionosphere
will be examined in detail in a later publication.
The recent reanalysisof the Voyager 2 entrance ra-
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dio occultationby ttinson et al. [1998]hasshownthat
the electron densities exceed 1 x 105 cm -a below the

main peak at 640 km down to about 420 km. Our
models exhibit significantionization down to about 300
km. The difference may relate to the background atmospherethat we have adopted, which is essentiallyfor
the equatorial regions, or as Hinson et al. have suggested,the Voyager 2 entrance profile may be near but
not in the auroral

zone.

4.2.

and

Excitation

Emission

180

160

Rates

Precipitation of energeticelectronsin the polar rePrecipitating
ElectronEnergy(keY)
gionsproduces
emissions
of H2 in the Lyman(B• I]•+ -•
+) band systems, Figure 10. (a) Atmospherictemperatureat the altiX •Es+
) andWerner
(C•II• l• X •I].q

tude of peak electronenergydepositionas a function of
H Lyman alpha, and H Balmer alpha, among others.
primary electron energy for models A, B, and C. LowProduction rate profiles for some of the excited states energy primaries deposit their energy slightly lower in
the atmospherefor the high eddy diffusioncoefficient
models than the low eddy diffusion coefficientmodels.
Table

8. Column

Production

Rates for Model B at

Three Energies

(b) Pressureat the altitudeof peakelectronenergydeposition.

Channel

20 keV

50 keV

100 keV

B l•u-['
Bt l•u+
Bit1y],u
+

6.0X104
1.0X10
4
1.5X103

6.0X104
1.0X104
1.3X103

6.0X104
1.0X10
4
1.2X103

of H2 and H are presentedin Figure 9. The excitation
rates peak near 300 km in our mode]s, with values of

C lII u
DlII u
Dt 1IIu

5.4x104
9.1XlO3
3.8X103

5.4x104
8.7x103
3.4x 103

5.4x104
8.6x103
3.2X103

grated excitation rates are presentedin Table 8. The es-

E,Fl•g+

9.0X
103

8.8X
103

8.?X
103

Lyman-•t
(H2)
Balmer-•t
(H2)
Balmer-fl
(H2)
Balmer-7
(H2)
Lyman-•t
(H)
Balmer-•t
(H)

1.0X104
1.4X103
2.2X102
5.6X101
1.31X102
2.19X101

9.2X103
1.4X103
2.1X102
5.2X101
2.58X
101
4.29

8.8X103
1.3X103
2.0X102
4.9X101
6.91
1.15

Ratesare in units of 106 cm-2s- 1

1 x 104 cm-3 s- • for both the H2 B and C states. Intetimated

column

excitation

rates for the B and C states

are about60 x 109cm-2 s- x, and 54 x 109cm-2 s- • for
all the models. Cascadingfrom the E/F statesto the
B state will increase the emissionin the Lyman bands

by about 15%. The energyfluxes of the precipitating
electronswere determined by the requirement that the
intensity of L yman band emission be about 60 kR before absorption by CH4. The emergent intensities will
be modified by hydrocarbonabsorptionat wavelengths

shortward
of the thresholds,
whichareat about1450•
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for CH4 and 1850 A for Calla. The Ha emissionbands ature profiles. The altitude profiles of methane and the
terminatingon low vibrationallevels(v _<2) are opti- stable Ca hydrocarbons in our standard model A were
cally thick [Wolvenand Feldman,1998].The bandsare designedto be consistentwith the Galileo atmospheric
reabsorbed,and their intensityis distributedamongthe structureexperiment[Seiff et al., 1997]and the calculaother bands, so a detailed radiative transfer calculation tions of Gladstoneet al. [1990].The expression
for the
may not be needed to determine the emissionrates. We eddy diffusion coefficient K in the standard model is
will model the predicted Ha spectra in a later publica- that derived from the Voyager stellar occultation data
tion.

[Festouet al., 1981; Atreya et al., 1981]. In addition,
The integratedtotal productionrate of H(2p), the we have carried out calculations for two additional modupper state of the Lyman alpha line, is (13- 14) x els in which the homopausevalues for/f are factors of
109cm-a s- • andis producedmainlyby electron-impactabout 5.5 and 40 greater than the standard value.
dissociative excitation of Ha. Resonancescattering of
solar radiation should also make a significant contribution to the auroral Lyman alpha intensity on the dayside. Determining the resonancescattering component
and the emergent intensity of Lyman alpha emission
would require a radiative transfer calculation, such as

The precipitating electrons were assumed to be essentially monoenergeticwith nine energiesin the range
20-100 keV, and the fluxes were assumedto be isotropic
over the downward hemisphere. Energy fluxes of about

11 ergscm-as-• werechosento produce60 kR of Lyman band emission, approximately the average value

has been carried out by Gladstone[1982b],Ben Jaffel inferred by Kim et al. [1997]from HST data. This
energy flux is only slightly larger than that employed
et al. [1993],and Pran9f et al. [1997].
The computed integrated intensity of the Balmer al- in previousmodelsby Waite et al. [1983]and Singhal
pha and beta lines, which arisesmainly from electron- et al. [1992]. From our calculations,we have derived
impact dissociativeexcitation of Ha, is 1.5-1.6 kR. The column densities of Ha, H, CH4, and Call2 above the
total auroral overhead intensity in the visible has been peak of the energy depositionprofile of the precipitatestimatedby Cook et al. [1981]from Voyagerimages ing electrons. The methane column densitiesinferred
as 5 kR. Significantlylarger valueswere inferred by In- from recent spectral modelingof the Lyman and Werner

gersoll et al. [1998] but for a much narrowerauroral band systemare mostlyin the range(2- 7) x 10•6
oval.

cm-a [Waite et al., 1988;Gladstone
andSkinner,1989;

4.3. Temperatures and Pressures at the
Auroral Energy Deposition Peak

1997]. From thesevalues,we can infer the most likely
energiesof the precipitating electronsfor our model at-

We present in Figures 10a and 10b the pressureand
temperature at the altitude of peak energy deposition
as a function of energy of the precipitating electrons
for all our models. No significant differenceswere seen
for models A, B, and C, which differ mainly in the
expressionsfor the eddy diffusion coefficient and thus
mainly in the hydrocarbon density profiles. The Ha
profileschangeonly slightly from one model to another.
The pressureat the electron energy depositionpeak increasesfrom about 0.5 to 10 ttbar, and the temperature
at the peak decreasesfrom 200 to 160 K as the energy
of the primary electrons increasesfrom 20 to 100 keV.
These temperatures are much lower than those inferred
from rotational analyses of high-resolution spectra of
the Ha Lyman and Werner band systems,which are in
the range 300 to 850 K at the peak of the emitting layer,

mospheres. The values are 45-55 keV, 25-30 keV, and
15-20 keV for models A, B, and C, respectively. Our
models also show that the column density of Ha derived

Clarke et al., 1994; Liu and Dalgarno, 1996; Kim et al.,

rates. We have examined the chemistry of H atoms in

Trafion et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1997; Morrissey et al.,

by Wolvenand Feldman[1998]from Wernerbandemissions terminating on v = 2 in auroral spectra recorded
by HUT implies an electron energy of about 30 keV.
We have calculated ion production rate profiles and
steady state ion density profilesfor the auroral regions.
Our predicted profiles of hydrocarbon ions are similar

to thosepredictedby Kim and Fox [1994]for midlatitudes at local noon, but the densities are an order of
magnitude larger. Significantionization extends down

to altitudesnear 300 km (3.3 ttbar).
We have modeled electron-impact excitation rates of
the electronicstates of Ha that emit in the Lyman and

Werner bands, that of the H(2p) state that emits at
with most valuesnear 400-500 K [Tration et al., 1994; Lyman alpha, and the Batmet alpha and beta emission
1997]. This providesanotherpieceof evidencethat the detail and present upper limits to the density profiles
auroral thermosphere is considerably warmer than the
equatorial or midlatitude thermosphere.

5. Summary and Conclusions

for H for several

combinations

of models

and electron

energy. The predicted peak and integrated densities
decreaseas the energy of the precipitating electronsincrease and as the eddy diffusion coefficient increases.
We find, however, that we cannot reproduce the low H

We have modeled the Jovian auroral thermosphere column
densities
of (1- 5) x 10•6cm-2 that arederived
and ionosphere by carrying out multistream electron by Prang( et al. [1997]fromanalysisof the self-reversed
transport calculations for a standard model thermos- profile of the auroral Lyman alpha line. Our computed
phere(modelA) basedon Galileopressure
andtemper- values are, of course, upper hmits, which may be re-
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duced by winds from the polar to equatorial regions, Atreya, S. K., Atmospheres and Ionospheresof the Outer
but such winds cannot reduce the auroral H column
Planets and Their Satellites, 224 pp., Springer-Verlag,
New York, 1986.
densities below their equatorial or midlatitude values,
Atreya, S. K., T. M. Donahue, and J. H. Waite Jr., An
interpretation of jovian electron density profiles, Nature,

whicharein the range(1- 5) x 1017cm-2.

Finally, we find that the temperatures at the alti230, 795, 1979.
tude of peak electron energy depositionfor our Galileo- Atreya, S. K., T. M. Donahue, and M. C, Festou, Jupiter:
Structure and composition of the upper atmosphere, Asbased thermospheric models are less than 200 K and
are much

smaller

than

those

derived

from

rotational

trophys. J., 2•7 L43, 1981.
Ballester, G., et al., Time-resolved observationsof Jupiter's

analysis of HST data. We conclude that the auroral
far-UV aurora, Science, œ7•, 409-413, 1996.
thermosphereis considerablyhotter in the 0.5-10/•bar Bates, D. R, and A. Dalgarno, Electron recombination,in
regionthan the near-equatorialregionthat wassampled
Atomic and Molecular Processes,pp.245-271, Academic

by the Galileoprobe [Seiff et al., 1997]and from which

Press, San Diego, Calif., 1962.
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modelling, J. Phys. Chem. Reft Data, 21,411, 1992.
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